Learn more about customer Control, study Maintenance Planning and Service business and See an interactive example of SAP Features into valuable assets.

- Manage network asset life cycle from investment planning, asset construction, deployment, operation and maintenance to Industry I Telecommunications using the SAP Innovation Management solution to collect and input from a variety of channels, suggests relevant service generation service ticket handling that efficiently sorts ticket.

- Project Sense and Respond to Supply Insights
- Maximize product strategy and launch plans through distribution networks.
- Minimize deviations in schedule, cost, and scope.
- Optimize project efficiency and deliver high

- Empower field service technicians with mobile tools to sense the crowd to provide stellar field service.
- Bring company experts together to solve customer

- Minimize downtime and increase first
time fix rate.
- Support first repository and provide a holistic view of customer

- Ensure issue resolution on first contact with effective
powerful analytics and intuitive dashboards.
- Provide real
planning in response to changing demand.
- Support first
response planning when the unexpected occurs.
- Empower field service technicians with mobile tools that enable them to excel at their work. Increase
effortless for customers while supporting your technicians with
SAP Field Service Management

- Learn more

- Create, maintain and execute equipment supply plans aligned with network expansion plans.
- Provides digital representation of a building and is the
information about customer assets.
- Analyze critical performance of assets and optimize
information about customer assets.
- Measure and improve the performance of your assets
SAP Extended Warehouse Management

- Supply Planning for Network Equipment
- Integrated Service Planning
- Environmental, Health, and Safety Management
- Real Estate

- Streamline and automate processes to reduce

- Manage network assets to cut operating and capital costs and improve utilization.

- Remove operational barriers across the full real
estate management lifecycle.
- Monitor operational changes with thorough review,
risk mitigation, and documentation approval.
- Identify, analyzing, and resolving safety issues and
learning from incidents.
- Implementing Operational changes with thorough review,
risk mitigation, and documentation approval.

- Reduce your environmental impact with
SAP Environment Management
- Analyze IoT data in real time to enable pattern
recognition and automation, define sophisticated
Analyze IoT data in real time to enable pattern
recognition and automation, define sophisticated

- Leveraging a single logistics data model across manufacturing, inventory, sales,
and the material ledger with innovation that simplifies data consumption and
Leverage a single logistics data model across manufacturing, inventory, sales,
and the material ledger with innovation that simplifies data consumption and

- Enrich sensor data with business content and extend
locally storing IoT data at the edge.
- Extend the processing power of the cloud to the edge

- Persistence Service to the edge with uninterrupted processes and off

- Functions
Persistence Service

- Essential Business
Persistence Service

- Grid
Persistence Service

- Location Management and Planning
Learn more